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To:  Chair, Ladies and Gentlemen 

Coronavirus Update – Response and transition to 
recovery  
 

 

1.0 SUMMARY OF THE REPORT 
 
1.1 Coronavirus (COVID 19) has had a devastating impact on many peoples’ lives in 

Wales. The lockdown period and the requirements for self-isolation and shielding 
have had a serious impact on well-being and quality of life in local communities. 
Businesses, the economy and personal finances have been (in some cases) 
significantly affected and the Welsh, UK and the global economy faces a period of 
unprecedented challenge. 

 
1.2 Merthyr Tydfil County Borough Council, along with partners from other public bodies; 

and third and independent sectors, are continuing to provide a targeted front-line 
response to the constantly changing situation that the coronavirus pandemic 
presents.  Working within guidance provided by the Welsh Government; the Council 
continues to deliver core services with a shared commitment to work in partnership. 

 
1.3 Following announcement of the UK moving into a statement of lockdown; the Council 

worked closely within communities to sustain services where possible whilst working 
in different ways to meet emerging and different need. 

 

1.4 This report offers Scrutiny Committee Members an overview of the distance travelled 
from where we were pre-pandemic to where we are now.  It will highlight the key 
changes the Council has gone through.  The report will outline how lessons learned 
has led the organisation to change the way in which it must work; and lay out what 
the next steps will be.   
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2.0 RECOMMENDATION(S) 
 
2.1 Committee Members will receive the report, noting the actions taken by the Council 

in response to the pandemic. 
 
2.2 Committee Members consider the future plans to respond to the phased relaxation of 

lockdown; and how the Council will work differently to meet the needs of the ‘new 
norm’. 

 
 

3.0 INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND 
 
3.1 Following the escalation of the risks and issues linked to the coronavirus pandemic; 

the UK government announced the whole of the UK was to enter a period of lockdown; 
commencing 23 March 2020.  This was an unprecedented announcement that was 
implemented to provide the highest chances of stopping the spread of coronavirus 
across the UK.   

 
3.2 The primary message co-ordinated across the UK was to ‘Stay Home; Protect the 

NHS; Save Lives’.  It was critical that the situation was managed to ensure the demand 
for NHS services was controlled; thereby preventing hundreds of deaths.  An overview 
of key announcement made by UK and Welsh Government regarding the 
implementation and subsequent phased lifting of restrictions placed on communities 
as a result of the pandemic is outlined in Appendix 1 (attached). 

 
3.3 On 26th March 2020 regulations were introduced in response to the serious and 

imminent threat to public health which was and is still posed by the incidence and 
spread of severe acute 1.6 respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2) in 
Wales.  In order that the Council could swiftly and effectively enforce these regulations 
delegated authority was given to Trading Standards Officers, Public Health Officers 
and Licensing Officers by the Deputy Chief Executive in accordance with paragraph 
16(a) of Part II of Scheme B of the Merthyr Tydfil County Borough Council Constitution.  
The regulations have been amended on several occasions, each time bringing in a 
slight relaxation of the restrictions. No additional delegation is required when a 
regulation is amended. 

 
3.4 Every aspect of Council activity was been impacted by the lockdown.  This report aims 

to offer an overview of what the Council has been able to achieve to sustain delivery 
of key services whilst also meeting unscheduled need that emerged within 
communities across Merthyr Tydfil as a result of the lockdown.  The report will inform 
Committee Members of the scope and scale of the activities undertaken linked to 
lockdown over the past several months; and the future plans under development to 
ensure successful recovery for the organisation and the communities it serves. 

 
 

4.0 WHERE WE WERE  
 
4.1 Lockdown was implemented directly following the period where several heavy storms 

had had a huge impact on some areas of the County Borough.  Services were still 
responding to the communities needs which arose as a result of significant flooding; 
with clean-up operations still underway at the point which lockdown was announced.   



4.2 The impact of lockdown on communities was been immediate and dramatic; with all 
areas of the County Borough facing the threat of coronavirus; and new regulations 
had an unprecedented impact on the how people lived.  The Council was required to 
work differently to meet both existing and emerging needs.  
 

4.3 UK and Welsh Government guidance outlined the requirement that those who could 
work from home should do so.  To respond positively to the challenges, the Council 
was required to operate the majority of its key functions with reduced staffing levels, 
Council buildings being closed and many staff began working from home.  This was 
achieved with the support from the Trade Unions actively and positively engaging 
with the Council to provide constructive support and guidance. 
 

4.4 As key partners of the Local Resilience Forum high level strategic and tactical 
implementation plans were put in place to meet potential excessive deaths based on 
reasonable worst case scenario situations. It was identified that there could be a 
profound effect on the ability to meet mortuary demands, funerals arrangements at 
cemeteries and crematoriums and burial space. Detailed contingency plans were put 
in place to attempt to mitigate any risks. 
 

4.5 The commitment shown by Council 
staff, Elected Members and partners 
during this time has been, and 
continues to be, huge.  The guidance 
issued by Welsh Government 
outlined organisations needed to 
support those workers that could 
work from home to do so.  The 
Senior Leadership Team rapidly set 
up resource lists, led by HR.  The 
Council was able to understand the 
current staffing arrangements and 
allocation of key equipment.   
 
The data opposite was collected 
from across the Council and shows 
the effects of adhering to the 
guidance.  The definition of ‘Staff 
with an HR Status’ (Figure 1) is staff 
who have submitted a special leave 
form which could be because they 
are symptomatic, family members 
are symptomatic, they have childcare 
issues or they are medically at risk. 
Where staff are categorised as ‘not 
able to work’ (Figure 2); this could  
be as a result of being off with symptoms, their families are displaying symptoms, 
they have childcare issues or they are medically at risk and they are in a role 
where they cannot work from home. 
 

4.6 Those staff remaining in the workplace were often required to work in different roles 
which required that they do very different things.  Committee Members may be 
interested in reports presented to other Scrutiny Committees in the Autumn of 2020 

 

 

Figure 1 

Figure 2 



which set out the details of how each area responded to the crisis.  Some examples 
include: 
 

 co-ordinating volunteers to establishing a system to secure and deliver free 
school meals and developing a legacy system where direct payments could be 
made to those eligible for this;  

 packaging and delivering food parcels and medications to those people that were 
shielding;  

 co-ordinating volunteers to establishing a system to secure and deliver free 
school meals and developing and transitioning from physical food parcels to a 
direct payments system for those eligible for this support; and 

 more recently; working with Welsh Government and Public Health Wales on the 
development of the ‘Track & Trace’ contact tracing programme – a critical 
function aimed to keep people safe as lockdown restrictions are released on a 
phased basis. 

 
4.7 Particular praise must go to those in frontline roles, particularly colleagues in Social 

Services and Social Care; School Hubs where childcare was sustained for the 
children of key workers; Waste and Street Scene workers; the officers involved in 
Shielding Scheme & Food Distribution Centre; and Elected Members and key 
partners. 
 

4.8 Our Economic Regeneration and Revenues Team worked with local businesses 
ensuring they were able to obtain the various funding streams made available via 
Welsh and UK Governments.  
 

4.9 The Council’s ICT team worked 
with Corporate Management 
Team and, within a space of a 
few weeks; were able to 
transform the way in which the 
Council worked.   

 
 

5.0 WHERE WE ARE NOW  
 
5.1 At the time of drafting this report; 477 or 37% of Council staff continue to work totally 

remotely.  This figure relates to all council staff including front line services; but does 
not include schools.   
 

5.2 Communications in line with Welsh Government guidelines is being developed to be 
sent to all staff.  The key message continues to be ‘work from home where possible’.  
The longer-term view will be to develop into a more modern workforce providing agile 
working opportunities to our staff.   
 

5.3 The Senior Leadership Team have identified individual service risks presented by the 
pandemic which will factor into their business planning and corporate risk register. 
 
 
 

 

 
 

 
950 

Microsoft 
Teams licenses 

to support 
remote working 

 

 



5.4 During the last several months; our teams have worked together with key partners 
and other stakeholders to meet identified needs.  Some of the positive outcomes 
achieved during this period are listed below (and appear in Appendix 2): 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 

5.5 Throughout the management of the pandemic; the strength of existing collaboration 
and partnership working with key stakeholders has been critical to the successful 
management of the complex, multiple requirements.   

 
 

                          1,420  

replies issued to direct 
messages on social media 

  

 

52,263 
hits on the 
Council’s 

COVID-19  
web-pages 

 

2,877 
people contacted 
on the shielding  

list in Merthyr 
Tydfil 

2,534 
welfare calls 

made 

 

1,595 
weekly referrals 
for food parcels 
and support with 

shopping  

4,720 
places provided 

enabling key 
workers to continue 

with their jobs    

4,835 
tons of waste 

collected  

1,648  
free school meal 

applications 
received online 
(March-May) 

 

378,411 
Items of PPE 

issued to staff in 
31 locations 

 

7,779 
free school meals 

distributed in the first 
2 weeks of lockdown 

 



6.0 WHAT HAS CHANGED 
 
6.1 We have been able to rapidly move forward our digital agenda to ensure we continue 

to provide our services.  Purchasing 950 Microsoft Teams licenses has meant our 
teams have been able to work remotely, stay connected and limit risk from the 
pandemic.   
 

6.2 Most staff have adapted well to the new ways of working with a staff survey revealing 
61% answered either strongly agree or agree to “I believe that working from home 
has enabled me to be more efficient in how I manage my time to complete my 
work” (31% answered neither agree nor disagree).   
 

6.3 74% of staff answered yes to “Do you have the necessary applications or 
software to work from home?”  We have since worked address this position with 
purchasing additional laptops, software, and other IT equipment (also relocating 
office equipment to staff members’ homes where necessary). 
 

6.4 83% answered very important or fairly important to “How important is having the 
flexibility to decide how you organise your working hours when working from 
home?” 
 

6.5 53% answered strongly agree or agree to “I believe that working from home has 
increased my work productivity” (38% answering neither agree nor disagree). 
 

6.6 Public Protection services such as Environmental Health, Trading Standards and 
Licensing have had to reprioritise workloads to commit to the new additional statutory 
duties relating to business opening and COVID 19 measures. This has been dealt 
with via “engage and explain” exercises with businesses. It has included a trade 
seminar for the hospitality sector, dedicated sector specific Facebook groups, 
inspections of business premises and provision of information leaflets and risk 
assessments. 
 

6.7 Front facing services have taken advantage of technology developments engaging 
with clients via online platforms such as Facetime, Teams and Skype meetings. 

 
 

7.0 WHAT WE NEED TO DO MOVING FORWARD 
 
7.1 To assist with the recovery 

process; a Recovery Group 
has been established to look 
at thematic areas of work 
affecting our whole 
organisation. This group has 
brought together staff data 
that will enable managers to 
look at sustainable, modern 
ways of working.  
 

7.2 The initial work of the group 
is to embed home working 
and agile practices to 



continue to provide services whilst protecting staff and users from a potential second 
wave. This work will go onto embed long term changes to ensure we are a modern 
organisation meeting the needs for our communities. 
 
 

8.0 CONTRIBUTION TO WELLBEING OBJECTIVES 

8.1 While taking actions to reduce the spread of coronavirus, the Council has 
endeavoured to ensure key messages have been clearly conveyed ensuring people 
stayed safe; and were able to maintain their health and wellbeing.   

8.2 The work outlined in this report demonstrates how the Council has aligned to the four 
wellbeing objectives within the Council’s Corporate Wellbeing Plan: Focus on the 
Future: wellbeing in our community (i.e.) sustaining key services such as maintaining 
waste and recycling services; through the provision of childcare for key workers; and 
social care services throughout lockdown.   

8.3 Additionally; the Council has supported people to manage the impact of the pandemic 
through adjusting existing activities and developing new response activities in 
partnership with partners and key stakeholders.  Examples of this includes supporting 
local businesses to access grants offered by Welsh Government so they could remain 
viable throughout the enforced lockdown period; delivering free school meals directly 
to eligible families’ homes before transferring to direct payments to families; and 
offering physical activity services via social media platforms. 

 
 
 
ELLIS COOPER 
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Does the report contain any issue that may impact the Council’s 
Constitution?  
 

No 



Appendix 1 – An overview of key announcements made by UK and Welsh Government 

       



Appendix 2 – Information sheets relating to work done by the Council in response to 
Coronavirus 

 
           
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 


